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Acclaimed Haitian-American designer Kerby Jean-
Raymond will create a new fashion line for
Reebok, his label announced Tuesday, as the

struggling sportswear manufacturer seeks to revive its
brand. Jean-Raymond, whose work has highlighted police
brutality against African-Americans, will serve as artistic
director of a new division called Reebok Studies, Pyer
Moss said in a statement. Jean-Raymond rose to fame at
New York Fashion Week in late 2015 when Pyer Moss’s
spring 2016 collection took inspiration from the Black
Lives Matter movement, which campaigns against racism

towards black people.
He is considered one of the best fashion designers of

his generation and his designs regularly feature refer-
ences to African-American culture and the community’s
role in the history of the United States. Reebok, a sub-
sidiary of German sportswear giant Adidas, has teamed
up with several high-profile designers over the years
including Victoria Beckham and Demna Gvasalia, now
with Balenciaga. The tie-ups have come with the growing
“athleisure” trend, which has seen sportswear take over
the fashion landscape. 

Reebok’s turnover fell 3.0 percent on-year in 2018,
data showed in March, continuing a struggle for
growth that has persisted since Adidas took it over in
2005.  It has been collaborating with Jean-Raymond
since 2017. — AFP
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Rahma Abdullahi Mohamud (right) and Hani Hussein take selfies pictures with a mobile
phone, after buying clothes designed by fashion designer Muna Mohamed Abdullahi, at Peace
Garden in Mogadishu, Somalia.

Muna Mohamed Abdullahi, 24 years old, owner of Mkena Designs, cuts some
fabrics on a mannequin.

Hawa Adan Hassan checks her new finished fashion design.
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E
very time young fashion designer Hawa Adan
Hassan makes a new gown for a paying customer,
she also makes her dreams come true. “My whole
life, fashion design was a dream,” says the 23-

year-old university student, who last year began running a
cottage business out of her family’s home in Hamarweyne,
the historic heart of Somalia’s coastal capital Mogadishu.
For Hassan, it began with art, when she found herself
drawn to sketching clothes rather than the animals and
landscapes preferred by her peers.  Then she set to work
on tailoring to turn her images into reality. “I realized this
could be my field of expertise,” she says. For decades, war
and upheaval left ordinary Somalis focused on the daily
matters of life, death and survival.

Bombings by Al-Shabaab jihadists still dog Mogadishu
today.  But a creeping cosmopolitanism is challenging
entrenched conservative attitudes and many Somalis are
undaunted by wanting a look that stands out. Somalia’s
clothing stores traditionally adhere to a simple formula:
imported garments for the well-to-do, locally-made
clothes for the rest.  But Hassan and others are starting to
alter that picture with locally-designed, handmade attire
for the high end of the market.

In such a nascent industry, Hassan is, by necessity, self-
taught. “I used to watch fashion design shows on TV, and
every time I watched one, I tried to grasp the ideas by
drawing what I saw,” she says. Her favorite was “Project
Runway”, a US-made reality program fronted by German
model Heidi Klum. “When I started I had no-one as a role
model. It is just something I dreamed up,” she says, adding
that she now finds inspiration in the likes of Lebanese
fashion designer Elie Saab.

‘Clothes with a story’ 
In her home studio, Hassan sketches and inks new

designs of abaya gowns and hijab headscarves, in a vari-
ety of black or bright colors, tight and loose fittings, with
plain or embroidered finishes. Fashion has also become a
family affair, with Hassan’s father-a tailor by trade-and
older sister helping cut and sew the clothes. Visitors to the

workshop can hear children playing in nearby rooms and
cooking smells waft in from the kitchen. Her elder brother
has been an investor, helping to buy sewing machines and
other equipment. Now the business is taking off, she says.

“In the beginning, it was my father, elder sister and
brother who helped me start but now I’m self-reliant and
can make a living out of my work,” she says proudly. Like
many Mogadishu residents who have become inured to
violence, Hassan dismisses the city’s frequent bombings
and shoot-outs, describing them as an “inconvenience”

that can mess up her delivery schedules.
Muna Mohamed Abdulahi, another start-up fashion

designer, is on a mission to encourage local people to take
pride in products made in Somalia. “Some people come to
my shop and, when they realize that these clothes are
designed and made locally, they run away because they
have a negative impression about locally-made clothes,”
says the 24-year-old. Like Hassan, Abdulahi is self-taught-
”I was my own role model,” she says-and insists she is
more than just a tailor aping the work of others. “A design-
er creates clothes with a story, but a tailor makes it with-
out thinking, they just duplicate,” Abdulahi says.

Generation gap 
The designers’ customers are mostly young, like them,

and affluent. “I like clothes designed by Somalis because
they fit and make you look attractive,” says 22-year-old
student Farhiyo Hassan Abdi. “Imported costumes are
mostly out of shape and don’t look good on you.” “I don’t
go for imported clothes anymore,” she adds, pointing out
that the price of local fashion is often cheaper than the
imports and it is easy to have alterations done. But these
young designers and customers, seeking out unique fash-
ion and wanting to look good, seem to live in a world apart
from others in the city.

Dahir Yusuf, a 49-year-old father, is appalled by his
teenage daughter’s love of designer clothes, which he con-
siders immoral. “These young girls are crazy about
designer clothes, which are mostly fitted and reveal the
features of their bodies,” he says, tutting. “Morally, it is not

good to wear such things.” As a male fashion designer,
Abdishakur Abdirahman Adam faces down double-criti-
cism in pursuit of dreams.

“In Somalia it is very difficult for a boy to become a
fashion designer, because people believe this is women’s
work,” says the slim 19-year-old, who was introduced to
fashion by watching catwalk shows on satellite TV.
Nevertheless, he plans to continue, designing for both
women and men, hoping to compete with foreign imports.
“What I do is just to create fashionable clothes with the
material I have here without spending more money so that
it looks like something from overseas.” — AFP


